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813
As a veteran campaigner, the Byzantine emperor Maurice (582-602) compiled a unique and influential handbook
intended for the field commander. In this first complete English translation, the Strategikon is an invaluable source
not only for early Byzantine history but for the general history of the art of war. Describing in detail weaponry and
armor, daily life on the march or in camp, clothing, food, medical care, military law, and titles of the Byzantine army
of the seventh century, the Strategikon offers insights into the Byzantine military ethos. In language contemporary,
down-to-earth, and practical, the text also provides important data for the historian, and even the ethnologist,
including eyewitness accounts of the Persians, Slavs, Lombards, and Avars at the frontier of the Empire.
This book contains the works that Psellos wrote about his family, including a long funeral oration for his mother that
features unique recollections from a childhood spent in Constantinople; a funeral oration for his young daughter
Styliane, which includes a detailed description of her physical appearance and a moving account of her illness and
death; a legal work pertaining to the engagement of his second, adopted, daughter; and various letters and other
works that relate to the private life of this Byzantine family.
This book explores the Merovingian kingdoms in Gaul within a broader Mediterranean context. Their politics and
culture have mostly been interpreted in the past through a narrow local perspective, but as the papers in this
volume clearly demonstrate, the Merovingian kingdoms had complicated and multi-layered political, religious, and
socio-cultural relations with their Mediterranean counterparts, from Visigothic Spain in the West to the Byzantine
Empire in the East, and from Anglo-Saxon England in the North to North-Africa in the South. The papers collected
here provide new insights into the history of the Merovingian kingdoms by examining various relevant issues,
ranging from identity formation to the shape and rules of diplomatic relations, cultural transformation, as well as
voiced attitudes towards the “other”. Each of the papers begins with a short excerpt from a primary source, which
serves as a stimulus for the discussion of broader issues. The various sources' point of view and their
contextualization stand at the heart of the analysis, thus ensuring that discussions are accessible to students and
non-specialists, without jeopardizing the high academic standard of the debate.
Twelve scholars contextualize and critically examine the key debates about the controversy over icons and their
veneration that would fundamentally shape Byzantium and Orthodox Christianity.
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The Chronicle of John Malalas
The Merovingian Kingdoms and the Mediterranean World
The Histories, Volume I
Decline and Fall of Byzantium to the Ottoman Turks
The Chronography of George Synkellos
Revisiting the Sources
Manuelis II Palaeologi Epistulae
Among Greek histories of the fall of Constantinople in 1453, the work of Laonikos (ca.
1430âe"ca. 1465) has by far the broadest scope. Born to a leading family of Athens under
Florentine rule, he was educated in the Classics at Mistra by the Neoplatonist
philosopher Plethon. In the 1450s, Laonikos set out to imitate Herodotos in writing the
history of his times, a version in which the armies of Asia would prevail over the Greeks
in Europe. The backbone of the Histories, a text written in difficult Thucydidean Greek,
is the expansion of the Ottoman Empire from the early 1300s to 1464, but Laonikosâe(tm)s
digressions give sweeping accounts of world geography and ethnography from Britain to
Mongolia, with an emphasis on Spain, Italy, and Arabia. Following the methodology of
Herodotos and rejecting theological polemic, Laonikos is the first Greek writer to treat
Islam as a legitimate cultural and religious system. He followed Plethon in viewing the
Byzantines as Greeks rather than Romans, and so stands at the origins of Neo-Hellenic
identity. This translation makes the entire text of The Histories available in English
for the first time.
The life of Emperor Basil I (867-886) is one of the main sources for the cultural and
political history of Byzantium and its neighbours in the 9th and 10th centuries. The
present edition eliminates the arbitrary conjectures and insertions of older editions and
is based on the sole source of all the extant mss, the Codex Vaticanus gr. 167.
This collection of studies on Dreams, Memory and Imagination in Byzantium reveals the
distinctive and important roles of memory, imagination and dreams in the Byzantine court,
the proto-Orthodox church and broader society from Constantinople to Syria and beyond
Byzantium lasted a thousand years, ruled to the end by self-styled 'emperors of the
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Romans'. It underwent kaleidoscopic territorial and structural changes, yet recovered
repeatedly from disaster: even after the near-impregnable Constantinople fell in 1204,
variant forms of the empire reconstituted themselves. The Cambridge History of the
Byzantine Empire c.500-1492 tells the story, tracing political and military events,
religious controversies and economic change. It offers clear, authoritative chapters on
the main events and periods, with more detailed chapters on outlying regions and
neighbouring societies and powers of Byzantium. With aids such as maps, a glossary, an
alternative place-name table and references to English translations of sources, it will
be valuable as an introduction. However, it also offers stimulating new approaches and
important findings, making it essential reading for postgraduates and for specialists.
The revised paperback edition contains a new preface by the editor and will offer an
invaluable companion to survey courses in Byzantine history.
Fourteen Byzantine Rulers
The Rise of Islam Through Christian and Jewish Eyes, a Sourcebook
Byzantine and the Near Eastern History, A.D. 284-813
Mothers and Sons, Fathers and Daughters
Inventing Byzantine Iconoclasm
Byzantine Narrative
Short History

Drawing on written and material sources, the book offers a comprehensive analysis of Byzantium's
relations with Bulgaria during the late eighth and early ninth centuries, one of the most
crucial and formative periods in the history of both medieval states.
Byzantine chronicles have traditionally been regarded as a somewhat inferior form of Byzantine
history writing, especially in comparison with 'classicizing' historians. The aim of many of
these papers is both to rescue the reputation of the Byzantine chroniclers, especially Malalas
and Theophanes, and also to provide some examples of how these two chroniclers in particular can
be exploited usefully both to reveal aspects of the past itself, notably of the period of
Justinian, and also of how the Byzantines interpreted their own past, which included on
occasions rewriting that past to suit altered contemporary needs. For the period of Justinian in
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particular, proper attention to aspects of the humble Byzantine chronicle can also help achieve
a better understanding of the period than that provided by the classicizing Procopius with his
emphasis on war and conquest. By considering more general aspects of the place of historywriting in Byzantine culture, the papers also help explain why history remained such an
important aspect of Byzantine culture.
Of the nearly ninety emperors who ruled in Constantinople, Manuel II Palaeologus (r. 1391–1425)
was one of the most sympathetic as a human being and one of the most gifted as a statesman. A
man of broad intellectual interests, he was also dedicated to his God-given task of preserving
what remained of the Byzantine Empire when he came to power. This conflict is reflected in his
letters, written in such distant places as Ankara, Paris, and London. The correspondence
provides new insights into his reign and enable us to understand better the emperor himself, his
friends, and the times in which they lived.
This chronicle of the Byzantine Empire, beginning in 1025, shows a profound understanding of the
power politics that characterized the empire and led to its decline.
O City of Byzantium
AETOS
The Byzantine Family of Michael Psellos
A Prophet Has Appeared
The Medieval Chronicle 12
Annals of Niketas Choniat?s
Byzantine Chronicles and the Sixth Century
Attila, king of the Huns, is a name universally known even 1,500 years after his death. His meteoric
rise and legendary career of conquest left a trail of destroyed cities across the Roman Empire. At its
height, his vast domain commanded more territory than the Romans themselves, and those he threatened
with attack sent desperate embassies loaded with rich tributes to purchase a tenuous peace. Yet as
quickly he appeared, Attila and his empire vanished with startling rapidity. His two decades of terror,
however, had left an indelible mark upon the pages of European history. Priscus was a late Roman
historian who had the ill luck to be born during a time when Roman political and military fortunes had
reached a nadir. An eye-witness to many of the events he records, Priscus's history is a sequence of
intrigues, assassinations, betrayals, military disasters, barbarian incursions, enslaved Romans and
sacked cities. Perhaps because of its gloomy subject matter, the History of Priscus was not preserved
in its entirety. What remains of the work consists of scattered fragments culled from a variety of
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later sources. Yet, from these fragments emerge the most detailed and insightful first-hand account of
the decline of the Roman Empire, and nearly all of the information about Attila’s life and exploits
that has come down to us from antiquity. Translated by classics scholar Professor John Given of East
Carolina University, this new translation of the Fragmentary History of Priscus arranges the fragments
in chronological order, complete with intervening historical commentary to preserve the narrative flow.
It represents the first translation of this important historical source that is easily approachable for
both students and general readers.
Byzantine 'iconoclasm' is famous and has influenced iconoclast movements from the English Reformation
and French Revolution to Taliban, but it has also been woefully misunderstood: this book shows how and
why the debate about images was more complicated, and more interesting, than it has been presented in
the past. It explores how icons came to be so important, who opposed them, and how the debate about
images played itself out over the years between c. 680 and 850. Many widely accepted assumptions about
'iconoclasm' - that it was an imperial initiative that resulted in widespread destruction of images,
that the major promoters of icon veneration were monks, and that the era was one of cultural stagnation
- are shown to be incorrect. Instead, the years of the image debates saw technological advances and
intellectual shifts that, coupled with a growing economy, concluded with the emergence of medieval
Byzantium as a strong and stable empire.
Taking up where the the chronicle of the monk Theophanes leaves off , the compilation known as
Theophanes Continuatus was originally commissioned by the emperor Constantine VII (912-959) and marked
the revival, or reinvention, of the genre of history in Byzantium, which also included the less
successful text of Genesios, who worked with the same dossier of sources. A principal source for the
second period of Iconoclasm and the Amorian dynasty, the tendentious narrative of Books I-IV of
Theophanes Continuatus was intended to justify the murderous accession of Basil I (867-886),
grandfather of Constantine VII and founder of the Macedonian dynasty, by presenting the emperors who
preceded Basil as cruel heretics (Leo V, Michael II, Theophilus) or profligates (Michael III). But the
facts here recorded and the often playful use of Classical learning give proof to the careful reader
that the revival of Byzantine military power and culture from the Dark Age of the seventh and eighth
centuries gained momentum under these same emperors. The present critical edition of Books I-IV
replaces that of 1838 by I. Bekker. Accompanied by the first complete English translation and
grammatical and historical indexes, the work is intended for specialists, students, and scholars in
related fields.
Evil Lords uses the prism of bad rule or tyranny to enhance our understanding of political discourse
from the ancient world to the Renaissance, elucidating premodern notions of sovereignty as well as the
relation between ethics and politics, the individual and society, power, and propaganda. Eleven
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chapters present case studies exploring Hebrew, Graeco-Roman, Byzantine, early, high and late medieval,
and Renaissance conceptions and representations of bad or tyrannical government. Since bad rule is
always a perversion of the norm, its shifting conceptualizations shed light on historically specific
assessments of what constitutes acceptable and legitimate political behavior. Meanwhile, political
debate also reflects specific power structures, authorial intent, and audience expectations. Each of
the essays, therefore, examines bad rule and its agents within the ideological frameworks and societal
patterns of the respective periods, thereby painting a picture of historical and intellectual change.
Despite these often profound variations, however, the volume also shows that it is meaningful to think
of a Western tradition of tyranny in the premodern world that derived from shared roots in Classical
and biblical thought and was further defined by ongoing cross-fertilization spanning two millennia.
Thus, Evil Lords offers scholars and students of Western political theory, history, and literature a
critical framework through which to revisit the longue durée of premodern political reflection.
Chronographia
Dreams, Memory and Imagination in Byzantium
Evil Lords
The Making of the Abrahamic Religions in Late Antiquity
Theories and Representations of Tyranny from Antiquity to the Renaissance
The Chronicle of Theophanes Confessor
Urban Life after Antiquity

This book explores the Byzantine city and the changes it went through from 610 to 1204. Throughout this period, cities
were always the centers of political and social life for both secular and religious authorities, and, furthermore, the focus
of the economic interests of local landowning elites. This book therefore examines the regional and subregional
trajectories in the urban function, landscape, structure and fabric of Byzantium’s cities, synthesizing the most cuttingedge archaeological excavations, the results of analyses of material culture (including ceramics, coins, and seals) and a
reassessment of the documentary and hagiographical sources. The transformation the Byzantine urban landscape
underwent from the seventh to thirteenth centuries can afford us a better grasp of changes to the Byzantine central and
provincial administrative apparatus; their fiscal machinery, military institutions, socio-economic structures and religious
organization. This book will be of interest to students and researchers of the history, archaeology and architecture of
Byzantium.
Threatened on all sides by relentless enemies for a thousand years, the Byzantines needed ready armies and secure
borders. To this end, experienced commanders compiled practical handbooks of military strategy. Three such manuals
are presented here. These treatises provide information not only on tactics and weaponry but also on the motivations of
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the men who risked their lives to defend the empire.
In the early ninth century, George Synkellos, a monk of Constantinople set out to compose (in Greek) a universal
chronicle beginning with the creation of the universe. Synkellos' death prevented him from seeing this ambitious project
through to completion, and it fell to a fellow monk, Theophanes Confessor, to complete the narrative from the reign of
the emperor Dicoletian up until his own day. The purpose of the chronicle, as Synkellos states on several occasions, was
to confirm the orthodox dating of the incarnation of Christ at the completion of the 5500th year from the creation of the
universe. In the course of demonstrating this point, Synkellos cites extensively from numerous histories and chronicles
from Egypt and the Ancient Near East, some of which are unattested elsewhere. Since the author comments at length on
his authorities and predecessors, his work is also a rich resource of information about the origins and development of
early Christian chronography. Despite its recognized importance, the chronicle has never been translated into a modern
language. The English translation provided here, together with introduction and notes, promises to make this influential
and wide-ranging history more accessible to Byzantinists, students of ancient historiography,and specialists in biblical
chronology, early Judaism, Egypt, and the Ancient Near East.
The book studies how the religious structures of late antique religion (in particular Christianity) forged the core elements
that became identified with those of the Abrahamic religions after the birth of Islam.
History of the Wars Handbook of Byzantine Military Strategy
Five Contemporary Texts in Annotated Translations
The Fragmentary History of Priscus
Recensuerunt anglice verterunt indicibus instruxerunt Michael Featherstone et Juan Signes-Codoñer, nuper repertis
schedis Caroli de Boor adiuvantibus
Byzantine and Near Eastern History, AD 284-813
Books 1-5

Contemporary biographies of Saint Daniel the Stylite, Saint Theodore of Sykeon and Saint
John the Almsgiver. Important documents for the social history of the Byzantine empire.
This volume includes the thirteen papers which were presented during the workshop The
Reign of Heraclius: Crisis and Confrontation, which took place from 19 to 21 April 2001 at the
University of Groningen. The long reign of the Byzantine emperor Heraclius (610-641) saw
drastic political changes: the conquest of the eastern provinces of the empire by the Persians
(603-620), Heraclius' counter-offensive and recovery of these territories (622-628), and the
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definitive loss of almost the whole Byzantine east in the 630s and early 640s to the Muslim
Arabs. Did these historical events cause significant changes in the administrative, political,
military and ecclesiastical structures and institutions of the empire? And if so, how did they
affect imperial ideology and propaganda and the range of ideas concerning the empire and
the emperor which circulated in the different religious communities? In the contributions
presented in this book these and other questions are discussed by outstanding scholars of
Byzantine history and culture, Eastern Christianity, Judaism and Islam.
One of the most important accounts of the Middle Ages, the history of Niketas Choniates
describes the Byzantine Empire from 1118 to 1207. Niketas provides an eyewitness account of
the sack of Constantinople by the Fourth Crusade.
"Byzantine Narrative: Papers in Honour of Roger Scott"--"Copyright" -- "Dedication" -"Contents" -- "Introduction" -- "Roger Scott" -- "List of Illustrations" -- "KEYNOTE PAPERS" -"Novelisation in Byzantium: Narrative after the Revival of Fiction" -- "Narrating Justinian:
From Malalas to Manasses" -- "NARRATIVE IN HISTORIANS, CHRONICLES & FICTION" -- "To
Narrate the Events of the Past: On Byzantine Historians, and Historians on Byzantium" -"Tradition and Originality in Photius' Historical Reading" -- "Narrating the Trials and Death in
Exile of Pope Martin I and Maximus the Confessor" -- "The Use of Metaphor in Michael Psellos'
Chronographia" -- "War and Peace in the Alexiad" -- "Moralising History: the Synopsis
Historiarum of John Skylitzes" -- "The Representation of Augustae in John Skylitzes' Synopsis
Historiarum" -- "The Madrid Skylitzes as an Audio-Visual Experiment" -- "The Goths and the
Bees in Jordanes: A Narrative of No Return" -- "From 'Fallen Woman' to Theotokos: Music,
Women's Voices and Byzantine Narratives of Gender Identity" -- "How the Entertaining Tale of
Quadrupeds became a Tale: Grafting Narrative" -- "Lamenting the Fall or Disguising a
Manifesto? The Poem Conquest of Constantinople" -- "A Probable Solution to the Problem of
the Chronicle of the Turkish Sultans" -- "NARRATIVE IN BYZANTINE ART" -- "The Narration of
Christ' s Passion in Early Christian Art" -- "Observations on the Paintings of the Exodus
Chapel, Bagawat Necropolis, Kharga Oasis, Egypt" -- "The Column of Arcadius: Retlections of a
Roman Narrative Tradition" -- "Biblical Narrative in the Mosaics of Bishop Theodore's
Cathedral, Aquileia" -- "Plato, Plutarch and the Sibyl in the Fresco Decoration of the Episcopal
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Church of the Virgin LjeviÅ¡ka in Prizren" -- "Narrativity in Armenian Manuscript Illustration
The Chronographia of Michael Psellus
A Companion to Byzantine Iconoclasm
The Reign of Heraclius (610-641)
Chronographiae quae Theophanis Continuati nomine fertur Liber quo Vita Basilii Imperatoris
amplectitur
A Byzantine Chronicle of Universal History from the Creation
Recensuit Anglice vertit indicibus instruxit Ihor Ševcenko
Three Byzantine Saints
This is the first complete translation into English (or any other modern language) of the Chronicle of Theophanes Confessor (d.818), which covers the
period AD 284-813 and is one of the most important sources of Byzantine history, that of the Arabs under the Umayyad and Abbasid dynasties andof other
neighbouring peoples (notably the Bulgarians). The Chronicle is a compilation of earlier sources, many of them now lost: in order to use it critically the
historian needs to know what texts Theophanes had in front of him and how he handled them. These have consequently been indicated in thetext in so far
as they can be indentified. Full annotation has also been provided on points of historical and topographical interest. The career of Theophanes, the
character of the Chronicle, its manuscript tradition, and the use of earlier sources are discussed in the Introduction.
"History of the Wars - Volume I" from Procopius. Prominent late antique scholar from Palaestina Prima (500-565A.D.).
"The first anthology to compile the most significant non-Islamic sources for understanding the rise of Islam. Early Islam has emerged as a lively site of
historical investigation, and scholars have challenged the traditions of both Islam and its academic study by drawing attention to the wealth of non-Islamic
sources that describe its rise. A Prophet Has Appeared brings this approach to the classroom. The collection provides students with carefully selected,
introduced, and annotated materials from non-Islamic records dating to the early years of Islam, which students and scholars can read alongside the Qur'an
and later Islamic materials. Applying historical-critical analysis, the volume aims to place these invaluable sources on more equal footing with the much later
Islamic narratives about Muhammad and the formation of his new religious movement. The sourcebook includes new English translations of twenty
different authors or sources. Initially written in many languages-not just Greek and Latin, but Syriac, Georgian, Armenian, Hebrew, and Arabic-these texts
span a broad geographic expanse from England to Egypt and Iran. Ideal for the classroom and personal library, readers will gain the tools to meaningfully
approach a new, burgeoning area of Islamic studies"-Theophilus of Edessa was an astrologer in the court of the Muslim caliphs from the 750s to the 780s, a time when their capital, Baghdad, was a thriving
cosmopolitan centre of culture and trade and one of the most populous and prosperous cities of the world. He was fluent in Greek, Syriac and Arabic, and
he used this ability to bring together a number of historical sources in each of these languages and blend them into a single chronicle that charted events in
the Near East from 590 to the 750s. His work is no longer extant, but it was cited extensively by a number of later historians and Robert Hoyland has
collected and translated all these citations so as to give an impression of the scope and content of the original text. This is important, because this chronicle
underlies much of our historical knowledge about the seventh and eighth century Near East, which was a crucial period in the region, witnessing as it did
the devastating war between the two superpowers of Byzantium and I...
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History and Culture of the Byzantine Empire and Its Heritage
Attila, the Huns and the Roman Empire, AD 430–476
Contemporary Biographies
The Byzantine City from Heraclius to the Fourth Crusade, 610–1204
Anni Mundi 6095-6305 (A.D. 602-813)
theœ chronicle of Theophanes Confessor.Byzantine and Near Eastern History AD 284-813. Transl. and comm. Cyril Mango and Roger Scott. engl

The most important illuminating source that survived from the two centuries termed "the dark ages of Byzantium" is the chronicle
of the monk Theophanes (d. 817 or 818). In it Theophanes paints a vivid picture of the Empire's struggle in the seventh and eighth
centuries both to withstand foreign invasions and to quell internal religious conflicts. Theophanes's carefully developed
chronological scheme was mined extensively by later Byzantine and Western record keepers; his chronicle was used as a source
of information as well as a stylistic model. It is the framework upon which all Byzantine chronology for this period must be based.
Important topics covered by the Chronicle include: The Empire's struggle to repel explosive Arab expansionism and the Bulgar
invasion. The iconoclastic controversy, which caused civil war within Byzantium and led to schism between the churches of
Constantinople and Rome. The development of the Byzantine thematic system, the administrative and social structure that would
bring the Empire to the height of its power and prosperity. Almost all the sources used by Theophanes have perished, leaving his
chronicle as the most important historical literature from this period. Turledove's translation makes available in English this crucial
primary text for the study of medieval Byzantine civilization.
Alongside annals, chronicles were the main genre of historical writing in the Middle Ages. Their significance as sources for the
study of medieval history and culture is today widely recognised not only by historians, but also by students of medieval literature
and linguistics and by art historians. The series The Medieval Chronicle aims to provide a representative survey of the on-going
research in the field of chronicle studies, illustrated by examples from specific chronicles from a wide variety of countries, periods
and cultural backgrounds.
In The Rise and Fall of Nikephoros II Phokas, Denis Sullivan presents five Byzantine Greek texts that document the remarkable
career of Nikephoros II Phokas, emperor from 963 until his death in 969. The first three texts are historical chronicles covering the
period 944-963, which sees Nikephoras' rise from military general. The fourth is a "historical epic" poem on the successful
Byzantine expedition against Arab Crete in 960-961, for which Nikephoros was the field commander. The last text is a liturgical
office that declares the slain emperor a martyr and a saint. These texts, translated into English for the first time, provide
information on the Phokades that is not found elsewhere in the Greek sources, and the chronicles appear to reflect now lost proPhokan family sources.
In 1039 Byzantium was the most powerful empire in Europe and the Near East. By 1079 it was a politically unstable state half the
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size, menaced by enemies on all sides. The History of Michael Attaleiates is our main source for this astonishing reversal. This
translation, based on the most recent critical edition, includes notes, maps, and glossary.
The Chronicle of Theophanes
Crisis and Confrontation
Studies in Honour of Cyril Mango presented to him on April 14, 1998
Maurice's Strategikon
Papers in honour of Roger Scot
Chronographiae quae Theophanis Continuati nomine fertur Libri I-IV
Theophilus of Edessa's Chronicle and the Circulation of Historical Knowledge in Late Antiquity and Early Islam
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